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The Role of Brazil in South America: The Need of Reliable Armed Forces to Sustain the Development.
To my wife who gives meaning to my existence.
To my family who brings happiness to my life.
To my parents who never abandon my soul.
ABSTRACT

This essay sets the stage in Brazil, the biggest country in South America. The work summarizes the historical background of Brazil in South America, showing the birth of the nation and its armed forces. It describes the greatness of the country in terms of geopolitical power, using Rudolf Kjellen's 'hand with five fingers.'

The work analyses the evolution of the military influence on governance with the objective to position the reader on the actual status of the armed forces contribution to Brazilian governance. It discusses the evolution Brazilian foreign policy as a benchmark to evaluate the Brazilian influence in South America, illustrating the actual role of the nation in world matters and examining the desires and future trends of Brazilian leadership.

Finally it outlines a risk assessment of Brazil considering South American environment and the role of the military, demonstrating that the armed forces have a fundamental role in sustaining development.
THE ROLE OF BRAZIL IN SOUTH AMERICA: THE NEED OF RELIABLE ARMED FORCES TO SUSTAIN DEVELOPMENT

INTRODUCTION

South America is the continent ‘separated from Antarctica by the Drake Passage and ... joined to North America by the Isthmus of Panama.’¹ Brazil is the only Portuguese-speaking country in South America, but it is also the nation with the highest geopolitical indexes. Throughout recent decades, Brazil began a development process which has been characterized by the economy pushing social reforms. Again, the ‘sleeping giant’ is awakening.² This time things are different, however, considering the nation’s position in South America. This study will assess Brazil’s role in South America, examining the extent to which Brazilian leadership is a reality and contrasting the country’s position with the influence suffered by other non Portuguese-speaking countries of the region. Going further, the study will outline the expected future participation of Brazil in South American matters, as an emerging power and a global player.

The first chapter will summarize the historical background of Brazil in the South American Context, starting with the discovery and advancing through the colonization, Empire and Republic periods, to explain the birth of the Brazilian nation and the position taken by the armed forces within it. It will contrast between the birth of Brazil and of the United States of America and use it as a way to understand the different paths trailed by these two huge countries during the 20th century.

The work will assess the national power using Rudolf Kjellen’s geopolitical principles, identifying where Brazil is strong and pinpointing its weaknesses. The study will consider development according to the same five branches propped by Kjellen. It will use the most recent data available, after screening for reliable sources and limiting these to highly regarded universities, government institutions and supra-national organizations. This second chapter will demonstrate that the country is still developing.

The study will purposely leave military power aside, a key part of national power, to dedicate the two following chapters to this factor. For the purposes of the argument presented, by “armed forces” all three services should be understood: the Brazilian Navy, the Brazilian Army and the Brazilian Air Force. The third chapter will describe the development of the military ethos, starting with the independence process, when the sense of responsibility for the nation emerged. It will highlight the military government period initiated in 1964, not only because of its development

achievements, but fundamentally due to the total subordination process triggered by the military themselves. The fourth chapter focuses the role of the military throughout almost 25 years of civilian subordination, and it will end by evaluating the damage caused to the Brazilian armed forces by the transition efforts. Furthermore, it will assess the Brazilian National Defense Strategy (BNDS), looking at it as the awakening of the political level to its military component.

The fifth chapter of the study will consider the nation’s relationship with other South American countries, after describing Brazilian power and its military component. It will analyse the Brazilian foreign policy, as a way to evaluate the extent to which Brazil exerts leadership in the region. It will also discuss the desire of successive administrations to achieve a permanent seat in the United Nations Security Council (UNSC). It will contrast the non-interventionist constitutional caveat of Brazil to roles implied by the position of leadership Brazil wants to occupy in the international scenario.

The sixth and last chapter will outline the threats Brazil may come to face in this century, contrasting them to related vulnerabilities, as a way to perform an assessment of risks. Based on this assessment, the analysis will summarize the role of Brazilian armed forces. Considering the ongoing development process, it will also examine the extent to which they may be contributing to the nation’s development.

The conclusion will point out that the military power has a specific defense role in the development process – as do other parts of the national power. The present context requires reliable armed forces which may be capable of reaching the politically-driven end state, using resources allocated to them and avoiding an undesired level of side consequences. Moreover, other security issues exist, despite not being as traditional as war, where armed forces may act side by side with other government institutions, and thus contributing to development of the nation. This contribution, in some cases due to the natural friction of part of Brazilian territory related to resources disposition, goes further, transforming itself into sustainment.
BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF BRAZIL IN THE SOUTH AMERICAN CONTEXT

A fundamental question to help us to begin to understand Brazil is why it was discovered. At the time, Portugal stood as an Empire with a “tendency to look beyond its borders”; it was economically involved with the Islamic Mediterranean, and Genoa had invested in the Portuguese expansion effort, which resulted in Lisbon becoming a centre of great interest for its commerce. Moreover, due to the technology then available, Portuguese and Southwestern Spanish ports were favored by oceanic currents. The development of the caravelle proved to be a milestone for the Great Navigations, although expeditions could be sponsored by no less than someone with the dimension of the crown itself, considering huge costs involved. Politically, in a court surrounded by ‘different influential sectors of…society – the nobility, the merchants, and the nascent bureaucracy’ – expansionism would offer merchants promises of wealth, while at the same time representing new sources of income for the King, ‘at a time when crown revenues had greatly diminished due to the crisis in West Europe, keeping nobles busy. The expansion of Christianity satisfied the Church, and expeditions were always a chance to change common peoples’ lives. The crown transformed ‘overseas expansion…[into] a sort of great national venture…which went on for centuries.’ And in Spain the situation was no different.

Another question that must be answered to establish the political bedrock to South American evolution has to do with how expansionism took place. Portugal and Spain were in fact competing on an expansionism race and there are still unanswered questions about who had

---

4 Light and rapid vessel with a shallow draft, which allowed it to come quite close to dry land and still avoid running aground. Ibid., 4.
6 Ibid., 3.
7 Ibid.
priority discovering the new continent. Spaniards claim that Columbus ‘probably had touched the northern coast of Brazil on his third voyage in 1498 [and]…Vicente Yáñez Pinzón and Diego de Lepe…in 1500 had navigated along the northern coast too.’ The Treaty of Tordesillas was signed in 1494, to resolve conflicts over newly-discovered lands, constraining Portugal to the east of the 320-mile west meridian off Cape Verde Islands. Spain would stay west of the same line. This treaty is a key point to understand the foreign policy outcomes generated by expanding Brazilian borders during the colonial period, when demarcation efforts faced strong Spanish colonization movements in surrounding lands. Spanish-speaking countries formed after independence processes in South America posed continuous opposition to the sole Portuguese-speaking country and this aversion is still sensitive in Brazilian foreign policy.

Behind England and France in the Industrial Revolution, Portugal adopted an exploitation model in its colonies. Focused on this model, the Portuguese crown was concerned with organizing life in the colony, fostering sugar cane plantation system development, gold and diamond mining and supporting the cattle push into the backlands, overtaking the 320-mile line. A sense of societal unity was first revealed during 17th Century Dutch invasions, when ‘Brazilians’ expelled invaders without any help from the Portuguese Crown. It is difficult to determine limits between interests of the Portuguese crown and of Brazilians in ‘flag’ expeditions. Blurred boundaries between subordination and a sense of nationality led to the expansion of Brazilian borders to the West and to the South, penetrating the Amazon forest, expanding throughout seasonally flooded plains in central South America and crossing the fertile green prairies that today belong to Uruguay. Such violations of the treaty were facilitated by the Iberian Union (with the King of Spain also being King of Portugal) in effect from 1580 to 1640, when the ‘presence of Spanish Bourbons on the Portuguese throne’ came to a halt. New borders were later ratified by the 1740 Treaty of Madrid, observing the principle of uti possidetis to the advantage of the Portuguese.

Brazil tells us of a unique case in history: in 1808, fleeing the Napoleonic threat, the Portuguese royal family and the entire court moved to the colony overseas. As a result, incredible

---

11 Fausto, A Concise History, 33.
12 System of great extensions of land producing one kind of crop.
13 Brazil was still a colony, so the word ‘Brazilian’ may be argued as being incorrect. It describes the people whose lives were attached to the Brazilian land, with the emerging sense of nation.
14 Expeditions to capture and enslave Indians, to discover precious metal and stone mines and to find new areas for agriculture and cattle raising.
15 Fausto, A Concise History, 47-54.
16 Ibid., 40.
18 Fausto, A Concise History, 75.
development arose in Brazil, with an expanding public sector, infrastructure, industry, trade – caused by the opening of Brazilian ports to foreign commerce\textsuperscript{20} - and culture. Here, ‘foreign commerce’ specifically refers to Britain, a country avid of new markets in a period of full industrial revolution bloom.

The Crown itself, which still favored Portuguese interests in Brazil, and a sense of inequality felt in the northeastern region were the main causes for a series of revolutions bursting throughout the colony. Although Portugal fought and defeated revolutionaries, the mark of a Brazilian nation was then forever carved in the Brazilian population. When the British finally defeated Napoleon, Dom João VI, the absolutist king of Portugal, was forced by Portuguese dominant classes to return to Europe. But after having hosted the court, Brazil could no longer be a colony: the independence process was triggered, with the end of colonialism marked by the opening of Brazilian ports to friendly nations and reaching its peak on September 7, 1822. Differently from Spanish-speaking neighboring countries, where independence resulted from revolutionary outbreaks, what we saw in Brazil was a continuation of the colonial period,\textsuperscript{21} in spite of insurgences against Portuguese resistance having taken place in most important centers of the new country.

The Armed Forces were founded at that time. An illustrative example is the birth of the Brazilian Navy, when Lord Cochrane, assisted by Taylor and Grenfell ‘assumed the command of the first Brazilian Fleet,’\textsuperscript{22} showing the strong influence\textsuperscript{23} and support offered by Britain during that important period of Brazilian history, and perhaps representing the origin of the monarchical caveat of the Navy during the imperial period. However, in the case of the army, higher positions occupied by the Portuguese generated unpleasant feelings among Brazilian soldiers. Also, the unpopular war against Argentina, a legacy from Portugal, and the resulting problems caused by the occupation of Banda Oriental,\textsuperscript{24} allied to the treatment dispensed to mulato\textsuperscript{25} soldiers stand as main reasons for the army having drifted away from the emperor. This can be also seen as the cradle of the Brazilian Army ethos.\textsuperscript{26}

The monarchic period was marked by territorial disputes between Brazil, Argentina and Paraguay. The first conflict happened between Brazil and Argentina, regarding the present Uruguayan territory, while the second, of greater dimensions, was the war between the alliance formed by Brazil, Argentina and Uruguay against Paraguay.

\textsuperscript{20} ibid., 63.
\textsuperscript{21} ibid.
\textsuperscript{22} Antônio Albuquerque and Léo Silva, \textit{Fatos da História Naval} (Rio de Janeiro: Serviço de Documentação da Marinha, 2006), 94.
\textsuperscript{23} Fausto, \textit{A Concise History}, 78.
\textsuperscript{24} Uruguay in modern times.
\textsuperscript{25} One of the Brazilian races, resulting from white (European) and black (African slaves) miscegenation.
\textsuperscript{26} Fausto, \textit{A Concise History}, 85.
An important part of the Brazilian history was the transition to the Republic, when the Army was republican and the Navy, monarchical.\textsuperscript{27} The Army, now marked by a \textit{positivist} line of thought, supported the republic as a way of bringing development to the country, while the Navy maintained the traditional side of the monarchy. Diverse sides taken by forces caused profound differences between them during the first decades of the republican era. Throughout that same period, Brazilian diplomacy flourished by the hands of the Baron of Rio Branco, ‘exhibit[ing] an \textit{esprit de corps} that is comparable only to that of the most traditional European foreign services.’\textsuperscript{28} Brazil cleared up border disputes in South America, while shifting its diplomatic alignment from Britain to the United States, a ‘firm approximation intended to make Brazil the most important country in South America.’\textsuperscript{29} The period was also branded by the beginning of an open competition between Brazil and Argentina, which would characterize the South American scenario for more than 150 years.

Society in the United States was formed at the same time, but these two huge American countries showed remarkable differences regarding their societal formations, which may help to explain different paths trailed during the 20\textsuperscript{th} century. \textit{Mayflower} colonizers came to America to ‘create [God’s] kingdom on earth,’\textsuperscript{30} to build a new nation. As noted by Tocqueville, ‘when the peoples of Europe landed in the New World their national characteristics were already completely formed.’\textsuperscript{31} Diversely, the Portuguese colonization focused on exploitation, mainly based on the \textit{plantation} system, a practically feudal organization where among several peculiar characteristics, miscegenation was allowed as a reward for the deprivation suffered by migrants.\textsuperscript{32} The United States had a specific society building the country from the beginning whilst Brazil saw the birth of a new society during the process of colonization and creation of the nation. When the United States became independent, the concept of nation was ready and solidified, and the new country went straight from being a colony to becoming a Republic. In the Brazilian case, the nation was still being born during the more than 75-year long transition to the independent monarchical period. Moreover, it is fair to say that, when the nation achieved cohesion, Brazil shifted to the Republic – and this may be considered the nation’s true birth date.

Another important difference is that the United States already enjoyed a structured economy,\textsuperscript{33} resulting from the work of its people, while in Brazil a self-sustained economy was only a recent experience, after investments made by the Portuguese Royal Court established in the

\textsuperscript{27} Fausto, \textit{A Concise History}, 149.
\textsuperscript{29} ibid., 152.
\textsuperscript{32} Gilberto Freyre, \textit{Brazil – An Interpretation} (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1945), 35-38.
\textsuperscript{33} Paul Johnson, \textit{A History of the American People}, 86.
colony. When the independence came, Brazil was still developing its self-sustainable economy.\textsuperscript{34} The payment of 2,000,000 British pounds to Portugal as compensation for the loss of the colony appears as a relevant fact – the first Brazilian foreign loan, received from Britain.\textsuperscript{35} Another interesting difference is the end of slavery. In the US, slavery ended by internal desire, due to the necessity of the country to develop as whole. In Brazil, abandonment of slavery was forced by England. The noble motive hid England’s capitalist caveat, protecting its economy not only through free trade but also by forcing non-industrial countries to abandon a cheaper way of generating wealth when competing with the more costly form of English industrial production.

DEVELOPMENT OF GEOPOLITICS IN BRAZIL

The argumentation will analyze the geopolitical status of Brazil in South America through the eyes of Rudolf Kjellen and considering relationships according to five different biases: geopolitics, ethno-politics, economic-politics, socio-politics and regiment-politics.\textsuperscript{36}

The analysis will begin looking at the territory. Comprising 8,514,876 Km\textsuperscript{2}, Brazil is the 5\textsuperscript{th} largest country in the world.\textsuperscript{37} Its borders are clearly defined and there are no related disputes. The Brazilian space is broken down into five different regions. First, the Equatorial North,
comprising the Legal Brazilian Amazon (61% of the Brazilian territory and 65% of the Amazon) and featuring the rain forest, its biodiversity and its water (the Amazon Basin). The second is the Tropical North-East, comprising the tropical Atlantic Forest and the semi-arid. The third is the Sub-Tropical developed South-East, the most industrialized and technology-abundant region. The fourth is the Sub-Temperate central plains and highlands, where agriculture and cattle raising appear as main activities and where Brasilia, the capital city is located. The last region is the temperate South, second to the South-East in development and largely influenced by 20th Century migration waves.

Besides its land territory, Brazil has another great mass under its sovereignty, its maritime space. Its continental shelf, nowadays comprising 3.5 million Km² may increase to 4.5 Km² with UN approval of the Brazilian request, and after detailed seabed studies regarding topography and resources finalization. The importance of this space is due to the fact that the ‘country’s trade (US$ 195.9 million) and 88 percent of its oil exploration happen in the sea.’ The maritime space led the Navy to create the concept of the Blue Amazon, ‘an area containing immeasurable resources and larger than the other green Amazon.’

The Brazilian population is around 194 million. It will grow to approximately 250 million by 2050, beginning a downward trend by 2062. Decreasing growth rates experienced over the recent 20 years are explained by women (6 million more than men) entering the labor market. By 2050 the Brazilian population pyramid will be denser in the middle (individuals from 35 to 45) and thin on extremities, which causes concerns about the future of the nation. The composition of the population is marked by miscegenation. Migratory waves were very clear during the slavery period (Portuguese and Africans), throughout the coffee production cycle (Italians, Spaniards and Germans) and in the middle of the 20th century, when Brazil received large numbers of European and Japanese migrants. About 460,000 Indians belonging to 225 ethnic groups still exist in Brazil (0.25% of the population), all of them protected by law – the Brazilian Constitution includes provisions determining respect to indigenous cultures and regarding them as integral parts of society. This fundamental characteristic, multiculturalism, is heritage of the nation’s formation.

---

39 Brazil has 65% of the Amazon and this territory is approximately 61% of Brazilian National Territory. “Amazon,” Amazon Work Group, http://www.gta.org.br/amazonia.php (accessed April 26, 2009).
41 Thadeu M. Coelho Lobo, “The Brazilian Nuclear Paradox” (MA Special Subject Essay, JSCSC, 2009), 3.
42 ibid.

Moving forward on the description of the Brazilian power, Kjellen’s economy-politics principle explains how the country’s wealth is distributed in space, describing its importance vis-à-vis the current situation and the position the country wishes to achieve in the International System.

Due to the location of ‘more than 80 percent of its territory within the inter-tropical zone,… abundant solar power, fresh water, tillable soils and warm climate, [Brazil] produce[s] agricultural crops year-round and … has the largest cattle population on earth.’\footnote{Juan Onis, “Brazil’s Big Moment,” Foreign Affairs 87, no. 6 (Nov/Dec 2008): 112-113.} Food produced results in surpluses that lead to robust commodities exports. ‘It is a world leader in the production of soybeans, corn, sugar cane, animal proteins, cotton, orange juice, … cellulose and wood products.’\footnote{ibid., 113.} The 11 percent growth of the agricultural sector was responsible for more than half the Brazilian US$ 40 billion trade surplus in 2007. In turn, this contributed to the accumulation of reserves exceeding US$ 200 billion,\footnote{ibid.} making Brazil an international creditor for the first time.\footnote{Fernando Freire, “Brazil is Going to Lend Money to the IMF,” Agency Brazil, http://www.agenciabrasil.gov.br/noticias/2009/04/02/materia.2009-04-02.6355891221/view (accessed April 26, 2009).} Technological development, adapting crops to space available is responsible for increased production in terms of yield per acre. Nevertheless, the country still enjoys 150-million acre growth reserves.\footnote{Onis, “Brazil’s Big Moment,” 112-113.}

The country is also a world leader in the mining industry, expanding its influence through South America, Canada and Africa, the latter in partnership with Chinese and South Korean investors.\footnote{ibid., 112.} ‘Having consolidated its position among the world largest producers of iron ore,
A major contribution to Brazil’s economic strength is its mining sector, which includes bauxite, alumina and aluminum, niobium, nickel, zinc and also copper. The Brazilian mining strength should develop in coming years, as a result of technological enhancements in the sector. Without considering the oil and gas sector, the Brazilian production displayed a significant increase of 11.4 percent in 2004 and was responsible for a US$ 10.47 billion surplus [the same year], accounting for 31 percent of the commercial balance of the country, with US$ 23.25 billion exports.

The oil and gas sector is of extreme importance for the nation, not only because of revenues produced, but also due to the technological development it fosters, generating both direct and indirect jobs. As expected by the industry, new deposit discoveries in the continental shelf pre-salt layer raised Brazil to the sixth position among world producers, tripling its reserves to reach 40 billion barrels. Although Petrobrás has already begun explorations in the area, potential revenue levels of these discoveries are still to be reached, considering US$ 300 billion needed for the endeavor and the many years before state-of-the-art technology already held by the country may effectively be put into practice. Also, to become profitable, prices over US$ 60 per barrel would need to be practiced. Although on one hand self-sufficient in oil, the country is still struggling for it, due to constant needs for more supplies demanded by the productive sector. Conscious of the necessity for infra-structure to support growth, the Brazilian government launched the Growth Acceleration Program (PAC), that envisions the creation of the basis necessary to sustain development for the oil and gas sectors, amongst others.

It is impossible to discuss energy in Brazil without considering bio-fuels. Alternative technologies to substitute oil are not new. During petroleum shocks since 1975, Brazil developed the program known as ProAlcool, producing significant percentages of sugar cane alcohol-fuelled vehicles. The program boomed in the early 1980s, only to stagnate later on, due to cheap oil availability when compared to alcohol. The program underscored a characteristic of being less pollutant than regular gasoline and as of 1995 began receiving new government incentives, resulting today in a considerable percentage of alcohol present in the fuel mixture available in Brazilian gas stations.

59 Mining in Brazil, “Brazil Great Potential”, 52.
61 Onis, “Brazil’s Big Moment,” 113.
Other types of less polluting fuels are being developed, all based on renewable sources (oily seeds and palms), to provide cleaner alternatives to diesel engines. The Government pays great attention to these programs as they foster new economic resources in times when global heating and its prognostics are central to the world’s concern. Brazil finances investments in foreign refineries, via the Brazilian Social and Economic Development Bank (BNDES). Investments in Central America have a specific target, the US market, where programs use corn as the source to ethanol. Sugar cane, in spite of being criticized for being responsible for deforestation, is a lower cost source for its high production volumes and for not being a primary source of food. The environmental problem is not yet a reality, as sugar cane production has not reached Legal Amazon boundaries for the moment. Moreover, the so-called Legal Amazon comprises not only the rain forest but the upland central savannas (cerrado), where ‘the forest cover is light and the soil quality suitable for mechanized agriculture.’

In fact, the environment is very present, as one of the biggest concerns of Brazilian governance. Huge investments are made regarding the protection of the green cover, as is the case of the Amazon Protection System (SIPAM). One of a kind, this multi-role and multi-source system maintains constant monitoring over the Legal Amazon territory, not only regarding natural aspects (floods and climate), but also considering human activity (burn-downs and deforestation) and surveillance, thus contributing to Brazilian sovereignty over this unique environment. Furthermore, the government enforced a modern set of excellent legislation, although implementation still remains a problem, with frequent accusations of corruption. The reality presented depicts Brazil as the ‘fourth-largest producer of greenhouse gases in the world’, due to forest bur and in spite of its clean energy matrix, 90 percent based on hydroelectric power and ethanol.

Natural resources are processed by a robust industrial sector, which displays textiles, shoes, chemicals, cement, lumber, iron ore, tin, steel, aircraft, motor vehicles and parts, other machinery and equipment as main products. The sector is expected to show a 4.4 growth rate (2008), compared to the expected 5.2 percent GDP growth rate (2008), and responds for 28.5 percent of the GDP, while the service sector answers for 66 percent (2008). Investments in these sectors are ensured by the PAC program, with efforts concentrated in energy and infrastructure.

---

64 Onis, “Brazil’s Big Moment,” 115.
65 ibid.
68 ibid.
Responsible only for 25 percent of the GDP, Brazilian trade activities are still not developed to desired levels, which results in a relatively closed economy. This shows that the country relies on its resources, which in turn are key to its economic activity. Although Brazilian industry and services rely on strong technological assets, technology is an area that has yet much to develop.

Brazil ranks 15 in terms of articles published in scientific periodicals, showing that investment in education is paramount for the development of the nation.

One of the rising concerns of our times is future water scarcity in the world, the concept of peak water. Brazil enjoys a renewable freshwater supply of 8,233 Km³/yr. Moreover, the Aquífero Guarani (Guaraní Aquifer) has a reserve of 46,000 Km³ of fresh water, of which 67.8 percent are located within the Brazilian Territory.

Socio-politics look at ‘how is the social and cultural formation of the people.’ The Brazilian population Human Development Index is 0.807 (2006), 7 percent being classified as below nutrition levels. 12 percent of Brazilians are illiterate and school life expectancy is 14 years, in a country investing 4 percent of the GDP in education. Of 190 million, 100.9 million form the labor force, and the forecast unemployment rate for 2008 is 8 percent. United Nations (UN) Millenium Indicators reveal that Brazil is working positively on all of them, developing its society through a series of wealth distribution government programs and investing in education and health. Going further, although social development and investment levels (health and education) are under those of the world powers, an analysis of UN data shows that Brazil is ahead of other BRIC countries, solidifying its social basis for growth.

Furthermore, ‘Brazil is a truly modern society, western in its orientation and without the religious or ethnic cleavages that are tearing other nations apart.’ Although more than 200 idioms

---

74 Everardo Backheuser, Course of General and Brazilian Geopolitics (Rio de Janeiro: Army Library, 1952), 34.
76 The World Factbook, “Brazil.”
exist in Brazil, Portuguese is spoken all over the country, without dialects. Exceptions are restricted to some Indian tribes desiring to preserve their own ancient language; linguistic union is a strong aspect of the nation.\footnote{Brazil. “Work Group of the Linguistic Diversity of Brazil,” Culture Ministry, \url{http://www.cultura.gov.br/site/wp-content/uploads/2007/12/grupo-de-trabalho-da-diversidade-linguistica-do-brasil-relatorio.pdf} (accessed April 30, 2009), 3.}

The last aspect, regiment-politics, looks at the governance of a nation. In a recent speech, former ‘US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice referred to Brazil as a regional power and a global partner.’\footnote{Diaz and Almeida. “Brazil’s Candidacy for Major Power Status,” (accessed February 5, 2009), 3.} The fact is not isolated, but involves a set of internal and external developments that converged to offer the country a feasible path towards global leadership.\footnote{ibid., 5.} The smooth transition to democracy after the return of government to civilian power in 1985, sound ‘orthodox economic policies sustained across two consecutive presidencies’\footnote{ibid., 5-6.} (16 years) and the way Brazil is tackling poverty and social inequality are the basis for the perennial Brazilian governance. The first, transformed Brazil in one of the strongest democracies in the region.

President Lula maintained the orthodox model of economy control initiated by his predecessor, President Fernando Henrique Cardoso. One of the biases, inflation control, brought confidence to the people and allowed the government to fire a set of social projects.\footnote{ibid.} It allowed the country to be ‘the first … to … [meet] its Millennium [Goals] targets of reducing poverty by half.’\footnote{ibid.} ‘Brazil’s success at using democracy and markets to address centuries of pernicious social inequality has global resonance.’\footnote{Condoleezza Rice, “Rethinking the National Interest: American Realism for a New World.” \textit{Foreign Affairs} 87, No 4: 2-26. \url{http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=mth&AN=32554472&site=ehost-live} (accessed February 6, 2009), 3.}

Brazil did not reach growth levels shown by other BRIC countries. In the revision of the BRIC report, Goldman Sachs highlights that the government had been in the process of implementing a stabilization programme, with a view to achieving macroeconomic stability.\footnote{Paulo Leme. “The ‘B’ in BRICs,” \textit{BRICs and Beyond.} \url{http://www2.goldmansachs.com/ideas/brics/book/BRICs-Chapter5.pdf} (accessed April 30, 2009), 75.} Savings, fiscal policy, increase in trading, investments in education and institutional improvement are the key aspects that should be focused.\footnote{ibid.} On a country estimates suggest that ‘40 percent of GDP and almost half of the work force operate in the informal economy,’\footnote{Diaz and Almeida. “Brazil’s Candidacy for Major Power Status,” (accessed February 5, 2009), 7.} a lot has to be done in terms of governance – fiscal policy – to make the formal sector attractive. Reality is that the government is changing its \textit{modus operandi}, trying to make the public sector as competitive as the
private, tackling fiscal policy. Other issues at stake depend on reforms that are being vigorously discussed by the legislative power.

The legislative adopts the multi-party system, but, considering only situation and opposition branches, both have experienced power over recent four presidential terms, preserving a sound development policy. Fernando Henrique moved away from the idea of Constitutional change to allow more than two consecutive terms. In the beginning of his second term, Lula also rejected the possibility of a Constitutional amendment to allow his permanence in power. Although having defended Chaves during the recent referendum in Venezuela, which gave way to the possibility of his perpetuation in power, Lula keeps his position against the Constitutional amendment, showing that the democratic mark has already been consolidated in the country.

The financial crisis that harasses the world will also cause implications to Brazil. The explanation is based on the trade plunge and decreased capital flows to the region. Forecasts from different reliable sources, although still extremely unsubstantial, point to a slight contraction of GPD in 2009, followed by ‘weaker growth in 2010’. The analysis above shows that Brazilian economy relies on its natural and agricultural resources. The country ‘will continue to grow as a food supplier to a hungry world.’

Kjellen’s geopolitical definition of power, the hand with five fingers, points to Brazil as a potential world power, while also depicting the country as ‘work in progress,’ due to the urge of developing key fingers, namely governance. But something is purposely missing in the argument — military power, a key aspect of regiment-politics, acting side by side with socio-politics. Due to its complexity, it will be discussed separately.

---
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THE ROLE OF BRAZILIAN ARMED FORCES

Why do states maintain the military machine? Buzan affirms that there is no harmony between states, and security is a national concern, the state being responsible to provide it.\(^{100}\) A more descriptive Hobbesian\(^{101}\) explanation comes from the Argentine General Aníbal Ulises Laiño:

From their origins nation-states have had to confront a vast range of conflicts, both interstate and intrastate. Conflict is inherent in human nature, and this persists everywhere on the planet, despite the ideas of idealistic theorists…

The need for armed forces results from the very existence of the State. There are armed forces because there are sovereignty, territory, life, decisions, plans, resources, etc., to preserve, and it is through its military instruments that a State exercises its monopoly on legitimate violence, to meet whatever challenge might threaten its character as a sovereign political entity.\(^{102}\)

The struggle for independence from Spanish domination created in the Spanish-speaking South American countries the feeling of military responsibility for their nations, the concept of ‘Pátria.’\(^{103}\) Limits between the armed forces and governance remained blurred for more than two centuries. Brazil, in spite of its smooth transition from colony to republic, had no different past. Since the republic, the Brazilian military were a ‘shadow of power during the entire 20th century.’\(^{104}\)

Differentiated education, relating professionalization to participation in politics, led the Brazilian military, specially the Army, to concentrate not only on external threats, but also in the internal order.\(^{105}\) Political instability empowered this position. Dominance over the military was only partially felt when strong leaders achieved and remained in power, always with the acquiescence of the barracks. The cases of Presidents Getúlio Vargas (1930-1945 and 1951-1954) and Juscelino Kubitsheck (1956-1961), supported by a sound political basis, are clear examples. But the military support was fundamental to governance since the advent of the Republic. Vargas’s suicide, related to divergences between political and military sides of power, illustrates the argument.

\(^{100}\) Barry Buzan, *People, States & Fear* (Hemel Hempstead: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1991), 1, 70.
\(^{102}\) Aníbal Laiño in Brian Loveman. *For la Patria* (Wilmington: Scholarly Resources Inc., 1999), xi.
\(^{103}\) Pátria; Portuguese word for Patria – an “imagined community, a living soul, a spiritual principle… a moral consciousness [defined by] the common possession of a rich heritage of memories”. Ernest Renan in Brian Loveman. *For la Patria: Politics and the Armed Forces in Latin America* (Wilmington: Scholarly Resources Inc., 1999), xvii.
\(^{104}\) Thadeu M. Coelho Lobo, “The Social and Political Imperatives Determining Change in the Armed Forces” (Component Challenges Essay, JSCSC, 2009), 2.
The central difference between Brazil and the US regarding its military is the development of the concept of nation. In Brazil the armed forces were a strong bedrock for the construction of the sense of nation, which allowed the military to have influence throughout the process. In the United States, the sense of nation already existed when militias were created during the colonial period. Gradually the State took control over the forces when it managed their expenditures and ‘by the Revolution, civilian authority over the military meant legislative control.’

The period between 1930 and 1945 witnessed the strengthening of the Armed Forces, ‘by rearmament, [by careerism] and by placement of military men in prestigious positions.’ The active influence of the Armed Forces would culminate in the total transference of government to the military in 1964, with support of the population and to face the communist threat.

After the Second World War, the Containment Policy had an important role in South America, supporting the military in their efforts to deter the expansion of communist ideas in the region, and culminating with the Brazilian military taking the government over in March 31, 1964. The period then initiating would prove to be very important for the nation, not only because of the economic development achieved by military administrations, but moreover due to the transition back to democracy envisioned by the Military Joint of 1964 during final years. The period was marked by a continuous pursuance of security and development, supported by consistent guidelines, differing ‘Brazilian regime from other military regimes under the influence of national security doctrine.’

The military government installed in 1964 adopted the Import Substitution Industrialization (ISI) policy created in the beginning of the 1930s. It changed the productive structure of the country, transferring a significant share of the GDP from the primary to the secondary sector of the economy. The main principle was to channel investments to the industrial sector, using the power of the state whenever the private sector lacked the amount of capital needed. Although producing high growth rates, it failed to have a robust economic policy, which resulted in products that were not competitive in the international market. Its evil trace, based on the bad education system, was the unequal income distribution, generating poverty. A main concern is still to do away with the vicious circle of poverty.

The bureaucratic system created caused the stagnation of state-owned companies, which allied to weak fiscal policies and to an oil import-dependent economy exposed Brazil to the oil

107 ibid., 211.
108 Loveman. For la Patria (Wilmington: Scholarly Resources Inc., 1999), xvii.
shocks of the 1970s and their subsequent outcomes, culminating with the world recession. Loans taken to support the model led to a huge external debt in the 1980s. Governments adopted heterodox control plans, and the result was hyperinflation, which undermined development until the mid 1990s.\textsuperscript{113} The 1980s are known as the lost decade. The military regime revealed two different faces – on one hand, it created in Brazil a type of institutional structure which gave way to the emergence of one of the country’s worse characteristics, corruption. On the other hand, it laid the foundation for today’s development strategy.\textsuperscript{114}

The process known as Political Opening and Amnesty was initiated in 1979 and in 1985 indirect elections took place, to elect a civilian president to replace the last General. The regime prepared the controlled transition to civilian control by means of negotiations between moderate members of the armed forces and of the opposition.\textsuperscript{115} The iron fist of the military regime, applying censorship, persecuting political opponents and limiting individual liberties resulted in the military being stigmatized as evil when the transition finally occurred. Nevertheless, the smooth transition to civilian power is a determining factor for the democratic stability later achieved. Military influence faded away with time, while political institutional solidification grew. From being a “fourth power” during the first civilian term, the military slipped to a total civilian submission model during the second Fernando Henrique term,\textsuperscript{116} with the creation of the Ministry of Defense, chaired by a civilian, in 1999.\textsuperscript{117}

During the military regime, although concentrated on internal issues the armed forces were aligned to the US strategy for South America. The Military Assistance Accord of 1952, in spite of bringing new equipment and tactics to the Brazilian military, constrained its evolution as the US envisioned specific missions for South American countries in the context of the Cold War.\textsuperscript{118} Brazil moved away from this relationship, pursuing ways to develop indigenous military industrial capabilities and concentrating efforts on its own interests.\textsuperscript{119}

During the 1980s the relationship between Brazil and Argentina shifted from one of antagonism to cooperation.\textsuperscript{120} Furthermore the Cold War was no longer an issue during the 1990s. Without a real external threat, the armed forces began concentrating on the Amazon more intensely. Military perception of Amazonia is not new. The Navy Hospital Assistance Program for

\textsuperscript{113} ibid., 6-16.
\textsuperscript{114} ibid., 16.
\textsuperscript{116} J. Fitch, The Armed Forces and Democracy in Latin America, 153-154.
\textsuperscript{118} Armando Vidigal, The Evolution of Brazilian Naval Strategic Thinking (Rio de Janeiro: Army Library, 1985), 89.
Riverine Populations dates from the middle of last century.\textsuperscript{121} The \textit{Calha Norte Program}, was conceived in 1985, with the purposes of protecting sovereignty and fostering the development of the Amazon.\textsuperscript{122} Declarations made by governments (i.e., George Bush and François Mitterrand) and by non-government organizations somewhat threatened Brazilian sovereignty over the region. The military began investing more efforts in the Amazon, ‘expanding military installations … and … combating transborder smuggling, drug trafficking, illegal mining, and guerrilla operations on the Colombian and Venezuelan borders.’\textsuperscript{123} Moreover, acts focusing the development and assistance to the region were again reinforced.

Furthermore, the military also implemented efforts to preserve their training, adopting different types of exercises, covering different scenarios and war games. Development-related missions have always been very well accepted, although police-like activities, combating urban crime, have usually been received with reluctance from quarters.\textsuperscript{124} The main reason has to do with protecting the military ethos, shielding soldiers from contact with the profitable drug business.\textsuperscript{125}

The nuclear and the Satellite Launch Vehicle programs drew attention from the international community. External pressures resulted in restructuring, to prevent an arms race in South America and in barring Brazil’s efforts to supply arms to states regarded as unstable.\textsuperscript{126} According to Martins Filho, the government of Fernando Collor, the first directly elected President, ‘appeared to have used the continuing national political mistrust of the armed forces, as well as growing international pressures against them, to cancel significant prerogatives.’\textsuperscript{127} The rapprochement began with Itamar Franco, impeached Collor’s vice-president, and went on with Fernando Henrique, when the total subordination model was installed. The armed forces reached the threshold of the 21\textsuperscript{st} century involved in an identity crisis.\textsuperscript{128}
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ANALYSIS OF THE BRAZILIAN ARMED FORCES AFTER THE CIVILIAN SUBORDINATION MODEL

Practically 20 years later, Martins Filho’s analysis\textsuperscript{129} regarding the two Fernando Henrique terms still holds. Military salaries are still a problem and modernization is an immediate demand. Tensions still exist regarding the employment of troops in law and order enforcement (GLO) activities and Amazonia is growing in strategic importance.

Much has been discussed regarding the wage problem. In spite of creating a robust policy for the sector, the government deals with complaints from the barracks with incremental raises.\textsuperscript{130} The modernization issue can be summarized by a lack of consistent linkage between the National Defense Policy and the armed forces. Brief bursts in modernization programs took place since the beginning of the subordination model, while those proposed by the forces were usually barred by severe budgetary constraints.\textsuperscript{131} Only the most sensitive parts of these programs received attention, and the armed forces reached the first years of the 21\textsuperscript{st} century in an ageing state, in most cases unable to deliver actions necessary for national security purposes.\textsuperscript{132}

Frictions between the government and the military regarding deployment possibilities and police-like options to face internal crime did not lose momentum on the onset of this century. Not because of any change in perception on the part of the population, but due to the different level of influence the military have over the government. On a recent poll produced by the Army\textsuperscript{133} and by Veja, one of the most highly regarded Brazilian weekly magazine, it became clear that the population would be happy to see the armed forces combating organized crime. But the military themselves are still reluctant in participating in operations identified as GLO.\textsuperscript{134} The problem stems from the Brazilian strategic culture – the population respects the armed forces deeply, but fails to perceive any external threats.\textsuperscript{135}

The Amazon is still a point of major concern. The same poll stressed the concern of the population about the Amazon and its resources. With its dense rain forest, crossed by a mesh of winding rivers, the region is a very difficult environment to shape. Brazil adopted a sustainable development model,\textsuperscript{136} in an effort to foster development which may be compatible with ecology.
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The presence of the armed forces is fundamental, due to their unique capacity to reach and station in extreme areas, inhibiting transnational crime and border violations by neighboring guerrillas. The Environment Ministry also envisions armed forces participation in combating environmental crime, protecting national parks and Indian reserves.

The BNDS adopted in the end of 2008 is a milestone for the armed forces, as it reveals civilian leaders’ renewed awareness about defense. It is ‘based on three main pillars: reorganizing the Armed Forces, restructuring the Defense Industry and the composition policy of Armed Forces personnel.’ Affirming the Constitutional principle of non-interventionism, it considers the path Brazil will have to trail to its desired position among the world powers. It also stresses the need of military organizational disposition to change, while granting the democratic principle of political control over the military power. One of its architects, Mangabeira Unger, Chief-Minister of the Secretariat for Strategic Affairs, affirms: '[Brazil] is not concerned by the strength of our neighbors, but … by our own weakness. The National Defense Strategy is not a circumstantial response to circumstantial problems. It is a far-reaching inflection, a change of course and a change of direction.'

It is the missing link between the National Defense Policy and the armed forces. Its eyes are looking at the Amazon but also at the Continental Shelf. Furthermore, it does not consider armed forces participation in GLO operations as the norm, supporting senior military officers’ ideas. It supports nuclear and satellite program continuity and establishes specific niches that must be developed by the three forces. It establishes clear areas of military activity, fitting the forces into the national context.

Another important sector is the Defense Industry. Brazil’s ‘military industry was highly respected’ during the 1970s. The expressive defense industry of the 1980s, employing 50,000
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workers and another 10,000 in R&D, practically disappeared due to governmental mismanagement resulting from the absence of external threats. Major industries were Embraer, Engesa and Avibras. Engesa focused on land-based operations, producing and exporting armored vehicles during the Cold War, while the two other companies specialized in aircraft and related products. In spite of Engesa having declared bankruptcy due to the lack of clients after the Cold War, Embraer and Avibrás continue to be important Brazilian companies. The Tucano fighter is still a major export product, one which is gaining importance due to the rise in unconventional warfare. With other four types of ISTAR aircraft and acting also in Commercial and Executive aviation, Embraer is today an extremely solid enterprise. Avibrás is still producing missiles and rockets.

Naval industry shares a similar story. Although contracting civilian shipyards to build naval platforms, after the Cold War the construction of war ships concentrated in the Navy Shipyard. In an effort to spur maritime sentiment and foster development, the Navy initiated a small ship construction program, contracting medium-sized shipyards. In spite of reaching purposes desired by the Navy, these contractors are far from the needs of a modern Navy in terms of technology.

The BNDS is concerned with developing a national defense industry, fostering indigenous military acquisitions on medium to long-term. However, to promote the short-term modernization of its forces, Brazil adopts a mixed strategy which involves leading strategic projects and looking for partnerships and acquisitions overseas.

One way to analyze the military power of a country is to look at its budget throughout the years. In Brazil, the defense budget corresponds to 1.64 percent of the country’s GDP. In nominal values, it displays a growth trend over the past ten years, although the story is shown to be different when one regards it as a share of the GDP. Compared to other budget areas, Defense ranks similar to Justice, Administration, Transportation and Labor, and far lower than Education, Social Assistance and Health. A significant share (75.5 percent) covers personnel (active duty), while remaining 13.2 percent are channeled to operational costs and 8.6 percent to investments. Although Brazil appears among the 20 nations investing more heavily in defense in relative terms, a huge gap still exists between the world powers and Brazil. Correct funding is mandatory for the defense sector to succeed on assigned tasks.
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Differently from the *Le Livre Blanc*,\(^{154}\) the BNDS did not earmark parts of the budget to proposed changes. Consequently, because of world crisis-related constraints, most of those changes and developments will simply not happen on the short-term.\(^{155}\) Once again, this is evidence of a weak Brazilian strategic culture. Nevertheless, the BNDS is still “a starting point for the development of the existing strategic culture towards the international environment.”\(^{156}\)

Although arguments exist to suggest decreased morale in Brazilian forces, the best way to assess the issue involves looking at the ethos within military quarters. The military stand as an important component of the state, striving to contribute for national objectives when developing missions assigned. The Brazilian armed forces have preserved their ethos after the transition to civilian control. An example to be mentioned is the stabilization mission to Haiti – MINUSTAH – where Brazil leads the military contingent and appears as the largest troop contributor.\(^{157}\) Although further developments are certainly still necessary, the mission is already regarded as a success story. Considering the initial unstable security situation of the host country, achievements are undeniably very positive, demonstrating clear evidence of the Brazilian military ethos; even though experiencing peaks and valleys, mainly related to salary and equipment hurdles, the overall balance is extremely positive.

This author agrees with Martins Filho, when he observes that the identity crisis felt by the Brazilian armed forces when entering the 21st century is no longer a reality.\(^{158}\) Not only do the military have an extensive set of tasks ahead of them to fulfill, but also the government has begun to pay more attention to defense. In the opinion of this author, the BNDS is a milestone for the future of the armed forces and the economic crisis is but an isolated event temporarily constraining defense investment.

To be reliable, the armed forces must be able to show effective accomplishment of their missions. It is not only a question of ethos, it is a question of equipment and training, correct funding and clear political direction. It has everything to do with political will. The BNDS is a key point to transform Brazilian armed forces into reliable tools to be used by the political level. It shows renewed awareness of the government regarding its own military power.


\(^{158}\) Martins Filho and Zirker, “The Brazilian Armed Forces after the Cold War,” 1.
Brazilian foreign policy has two main actors: Itamaraty, the Foreign Ministry playing a crucial role in formulating and implementing policy, and the President. Economic issues are a major force in shaping foreign policy, especially regarding internal development. Bureaucracy has its participation in shaping external policies, due to its professionalized and powerful influence in government. The media is the most important vehicle influencing public opinion, and it plays an important role in Brazilian politics, bringing up important debates, as a way of scrutinizing the three powers of government, as it occurred during the Collor impeachment process.

Two key international actors have dominated Brazilian foreign policy since the Republic: the United States and Argentina. The democratization process led Brazil to approach Argentina and to redefine its relationship with the US. A western nation which has a shared set of values with the superpower, in the mid-1970s Brazil decided to declare its neutrality in the Cold War and to approach other Third World countries (especially in Latin America). Along with its new partner in South America, Brazil chose to redesign sensitive clusters, namely the nuclear and SLV programs, as a way to solidify the recognition of their stable democratic basis. The somewhat constructivist cooperation process is unique in the world and marked the onset of a major shift in Brazilian foreign policy, with full commitment to multilateralism, a concept that ‘has been a constant characteristic of Brazilian foreign policy since the end of the nineteenth century.’

During the Collor administration, Brazilian foreign policy mainly focused integration with South Cone countries, foreign trade, foreign debt, technology and the environment. As explained by Oelsner, the creation of integration bonds with other South American countries also involved in democratization processes had the empowerment of democracy in its core. The other central issue was development. Multilateralism appeared as a way of achieving better outcomes in negotiations with wealthy capitalist countries, when developing nations acted as a block. Consequences are seen in the GATT Uruguay round, and the subsequent creation of the WTO, and later Brazilian victories reached in this forum. These victories in trade shook Brazil-US relations, although the two nations sharing similar values (and the US being Brazil’s main trade partner) soon began efforts to overcome their differences. A new phase in this relationship is
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expected to emerge with the newly-inaugurated US President, Barack Obama.\textsuperscript{168} Brazilian victories regarding agricultural subsidies issues are adding up,\textsuperscript{169} consolidating the country’s position as a global trader and opening space for fairer negotiations between rich and poor countries. Multilateralism is clearly identified through resulting trade groups and is considered as the economic trend of the future. A lot is yet to come and the theme is still evolving, fundamentally because of the capitalism crisis that broke up in the second half of 2008.\textsuperscript{170} Furthermore, multilateralism is the basis of Brazilian foreign policy and one of the main basis of economic stability.\textsuperscript{171} “The creation of the G20 [and the Brazilian “parliamentary” diplomacy were] an opportunity for Brazil to renew its role as an “indispensable intermediary” between the “weak” and the “strong”.\textsuperscript{172}

Specifically in the South American context, MERCOSUL is the major international commitment of signatory countries, Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay. It is based in value sharing, without being limited to economic revenues alone. In fact, the agreement aims at forming a South American union in the future, going through a free trade zone, which has not been implemented yet, and a tariffs union, which is already working.\textsuperscript{173} Its charter is a strong persuasion tool used by signatories when pursuing shared social, economic and political values, with its original and strongest biases being democracy and development. MERCOSUL’s GDP is calculated to reach approximately 2 trillion US$, with 81.5 percent being the share of Brazil. The consumption market involved covers 250 million people, which equals the US population, with Brazil once again responding for majority, of 79.6 percent.\textsuperscript{174}

The entrance of Venezuela is still pending Brazilian Senate agreement. Itamaraty stands in support to the country’s candidacy, due to last year’s trade surplus with Venezuela, and considering that its controversial President Hugo Chávez has respected Brazilian interests.\textsuperscript{175} But recent referendum events – abolishing presidential term limits –, the repression of political dissidents and the increasing concentration of powers in Chávez’s hands are sufficient reasons for disbelief regarding the type of democracy practiced in that country.\textsuperscript{176} So, the central discussion is:
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can the charter enforce democracy in Venezuela or may the neighbor’s leadership undermine the integration process triggered by MERCOSUL? Regarding Brazilian position, Ferreira’s argument seems more solid when based on recent facts, as when ‘Brazil let aside Argentina and the Group of 20 to sustain isolated interests.’177 This shows the tendency to compete with the other countries and lead them into the external scenario.178 MERCOSUL is still far away from something similar to the European Union, but it must be preserved due to the integration achieved, because of its democracy-shielding trait and, last, but not least, because of economic revenues generated.

The Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) is a complication factor for Brazil. On one hand it hauls down a series of US barriers in practice today, allowing the expansion of trade with Brazil’s main trade partner. On the other hand, it challenges the Brazilian productive structure, forcing it to adapt over a short period of time, not to have to face the possibility of the undesired outcome failing to be competitive vis-à-vis the economic superpower.179 Also, FTAA has to be viewed through MERCOSUL lenses. Owner of the main share of the South Cone GDP, Brazil would be responsible for preserving the economy of the block, apart from its own interests. To open the market to the pugnacious US economy would mean tremendous economic opportunities; by the same token, MERCOSUL would become open to the economical influence of the US, which might perhaps challenge the ongoing South Cone integration process.

More ambitious than MERCOSUL, the Union of South American Nations (UNASUL), envision the political, social and economic integration of the 12 South American countries. In spite of being an extremely recent agreement, it appears as something unique in the history of the region, and it may make the old Brazilian dream of having an access to the Pacific come true. Although not territorially, but based on a free trade area, it would render Brazilian products more competitive for Asian markets, adding more possibilities to the economic expansion. UNASUL comes with a South American Defense Council (SADC), of which the creation document was signed last year. Even more than MERCOSUL, UNASUL places Brazilian leadership in the international agenda.

According to Ferreira, the present Brazilian President, Lula, regarded the issue somewhat naively, when openly speaking about the natural Brazilian leadership. There is a big difference between hegemony and preponderance. The first indicates full acknowledgement of Brazil as a regional power and one capable of leading other countries, a leadership somehow demanded by them. On the other hand, preponderance merely means that the country would occupy a detached position, due to its levers of power when compared to others. Brazil is in a position of preponderance, although paradoxically it has been called to participate in the mediation of internal and external crises in other South American countries.180
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In the beginning of this study the aversion of Spanish-speaking countries towards Brazilian leadership was brought up. The phenomenon is caused not only by the different language spoken, but also by diverse cultural and historical experiences. Leadership does not stem from a government decision; it comes from the core of the nation. The above-mentioned aversion is also related to the development process of Brazil, as the country expanded its economic influence outside its borders. Both the Bolivian and Paraguayan cases, challenging Brazil on the nationalization of gas plants and on the cost of Itaipu-generated energy to be sold are clear cases of not cultural, but economic aversion. Those problems are being stressed by the populist governments of South America, receiving economic incentives from Chávez. At the same time, though, Brazil was called to mediate the conflict between Argentina and Uruguay within MERCOSUL, regarding paper plants. At the level of a nation, the ‘continental power’ was called to mediate the internal crisis in Bolivia last year, along with other South American presidents. These two examples support the argument that preponderance is what exists in the South American context, but ‘resistant for the present to a Pax Brasiliana.’

The fact of not being in a position of leadership leaves Brazil in a comfortable condition, being able to deal realistically with surrounding countries. Moreover, reality is actually quite different. On the Bolivian gas plants, Brazil accepted nationalization as a way to help neighbors to develop. Brazilian ideas are based on the premise that it is necessary to foster South American growth, Brazil’s immediate trade market, to have stability deeply rooted in the region, as a way to make MERCOSUL a more competitive block. Brazilian tendency to lead has already been exposed and ‘Itamaraty became much more explicit about its desire and its determination to move rapidly towards South American leadership.’

This tendency to lead, along with the creation of the SADC brings up the discussion about military power in South America. ‘Improved military cooperation has been a visible outgrowth of the political rapprochement and economic convergence achieved among the member countries of MERCOSUL.’ Despite strong regional democratic characteristics, divergences still exist, due to
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remaining relative insecurities.\textsuperscript{190} Moreover, differences between South American sub-complexes, the South Cone and the North Andean region, create difficulties in envisioning a single South American security complex.\textsuperscript{191} Furthermore, the SADC is a new way to face defense in South America. Although still too recent, it will bring new responsibilities to South American nations.

The United Nations Security Council (UNSC) permanent seat is also an important concern for Brazilian foreign policy. Brazil advocates the reform of the organization through creating new seats, one of which is expected to be granted to the country. Expectations are founded on the level achieved by the nation in the international scenario, as a result of the societal and economic development experienced in recent decades. Brazil presents the world with a different way of emerging as a power, one which has nothing to do with nuclear weapons or strong military force.\textsuperscript{192} A smart power, the combination of soft and hard power, is widely used in Haiti. The present government opened 35 new embassies, most of them in Africa and in the Caribbean.\textsuperscript{193} The IBSA Forum (India, Brazil and South Africa), a strategic partnership among developing countries, as a way of commitment to democratic institutions and values, struggle against poverty and...conviction of multilateralism strengthen,\textsuperscript{194} places Brazilian leadership beyond South American borders.

But the \textit{modus operandi} involved in this foreign policy is intimately related to the present Lula administration. Perennial objectives are still valid: to develop and achieve international recognition, to receive a seat in the Security Council, to haul down barriers, allowing more countries to benefit from protectionism-free trade and to reduce inequality in South America. Furthermore, the government adopted the BNDS, not to consider specific threats, but wealth that must be protected. The world showed positive reaction. In fact, Brazilian leadership is better perceived by rich countries than by South American nations,\textsuperscript{195} and here is where the implementation problem lies.

A key issue that must not be forgotten is the Brazilian non-interventionism trace and the 'unprecedented demands on Brazil,...requir[ing] capabilities that go beyond Itamaraty’s unquestioned diplomatic skills. [The] regional power...intervened in political crisis in Venezuela, Bolivia, Equador and Haiti.'\textsuperscript{196} Public opinion is divided – between conservatives who support a constitutional orientation, and progressive groups, who welcome a new interventionist face. This question would generate some challenges: to maintain the G20 united, to sustain domestic support and a profound debate about changes in foreign policy and in the Constitution.\textsuperscript{197}
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THE ROLE OF BRAZILIAN ARMED FORCES FACING 21st CENTURY THREATS

Moving a step forward, it is imperative to establish the distinction between Security and Defense. According to Buzan, ‘security of human collectives is affected by factors in five major sectors: military, political, economic, societal and environmental.' Security is the sense of not
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being threatened in all of those aspects; it 'is about survival, [and] ... key to legitimizing the use of force.'\textsuperscript{199} Security identifies a threat in a specific actor. Considered in addition to a related vulnerability, this threat will define risk. Security would consider the use of military power in unconventional manners, though. Defense is the act of maintaining security facing external threats to state sovereignty. 'It is related, at last instance, to war.'\textsuperscript{200} The military sector will usually act on behalf of a specific actor: the state.\textsuperscript{201} Defense will thus consider the employment of armed forces in the traditional way.

A first step in the analysis of Brazilian forces in this century has to do with defining threats and where they come from. A risk analysis is needed, to establish the securitization of the South American security complex, the immediate area of actuation of Brazil.\textsuperscript{202} This study will consider two main sources to assess the threat, using one as complement to the other. First, an assessment of threat to South America made outside of Brazil; second, work conducted within the country, with participation of Brazilian Embassies worldwide, contributing with perceptions of other actors in the international system. The analysis will compare threats to vulnerabilities and will first look at if the risk involves security or defense; and second, if there is a role for the military to play in countering this risk; finally, it will look at how the military can mitigate this risk. Furthermore, the armed forces will not only have the status of a main actor, but will also be considered as contributors to mitigate the risk.

The first aspect considered is the resource-based Brazilian economy, affecting the economic and military sectors of security. The issue has two related difficulties: the Amazon and its natural friction regarding penetration, generating control complexities; and the Blue Amazon, with its huge maritime dimensions, and the related complications of control. Although there are no envisioned threats posed to resources, one of the referenced works identifies the Brazilian vulnerability as unsuitable military capability facing the crisis possibility.\textsuperscript{203} Those aspects are directly linked to capability and training, which cannot be achieved in case of immediate need. Acting as the main state asset, the armed forces must be fully capable of participating with force in short term notice to operate in the defense of these areas. The internal study mentioned considers the present level of low short-term risk, but it also envisions the possibility of increased risk over time, due to oil and gas shortages,\textsuperscript{204} emphasized by recent Brazilian maritime discoveries.

International border security and transnational crime are the second aspect of military, political, economic and environmental sectors of security. The Amazon appears in this issue mix as a complication factor, one which brings up military participation. ‘Brazil’s remote northern and
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western frontiers represent several challenges to national security. The possibility of the Colombian Revolutionary Armed Forces (FARC) crossing the international border, using Brazilian territory as source for raw material procurement, is a concern of the armed forces, who act in support to the Federal Police (FP), the main constitutional asset for border control. The FARC represents an addition to the list of drug trafficking actors which underscores the need of military presence, although its insurgent characteristics are apparently fading away. Environmental crimes are frequent in the Amazon, sometimes related to border violations and to natural resources trafficking. The rugged terrain requires military assets to oppose this threat, including human, material, surveillance and intelligence capabilities. Although military vulnerability is considered low, the limited availability of FP assets and the natural Amazon terrain result in major force projection difficulties, thereby increasing the level of risk. The BNDS identified this aspect as a fundamental concern and established the control of the Amazon as paramount. The armed forces will have to increase their presence in this empty space, contributing to its security, control and development.

The illegal flow of funds, the Islamic macro problem, terrorism and insurgency may be grouped to form the third aspect of security, which refers to the political and societal sectors. The United States considers South America as an area prone to provide facilities to host terrorists, including training camps and funding. The porosity of the Brazilian borders demand attention and, due to the absence of government presence on the Paraguayan side, the Tri-Border Area (TBA) is considered as one of the sources of funding for some important Islamic terrorist organizations. No hard evidence has yet been found, only ‘high levels of contraband and drugs smuggling.’ In the region, cooperation with the US in antiterrorism efforts has increased, the exception being Venezuela, a country believed to have funding ties with the FARC. The main threat for Brazil is the relationship established between the FARC and some Brazilian drug traffickers. This is a security threat and the vulnerability here has to do with inefficient government posture. The armed forces are ready to operate to support government agencies, basically with intelligence and contributing to mitigate risk.
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Chávez brings up the fourth security-related issue, the number of democratically unstable and populist regimes displaying authoritarian tendencies and fostering economic disputes in South America. His populist regime is using Venezuelan oil revenues to influence other social movements in the region with a single objective – to try to create an image of leadership around Hugo Chávez. One of the consequences was the challenge of Brazilian interests by minor countries, like Ecuador, Paraguay and Bolivia, imposing in some cases financial losses for Brazil. With 'oil prices slumping, violent crime at warzone levels in Caracas, and the opposition beginning to re-assert itself,' 212 2009 will be a challenging year, bringing economic difficulties to a systemically weak economy. 213 Instability may result, in a government arguably non-democratic already. A role for the US in such a crisis is very likely, 214 as a major Venezuelan oil importer, 215 Brazil’s preponderant position and the Organization of American States (OAS) may include the country as another player, acting in the field of security. The Brazilian multilateralism would be very welcome because of the new Russian interests in Venezuela. After all, the country is not vulnerable to this threat: comparing military and economic powers, no risk is represented. 216

An important comment is indeed necessary regarding collective security organizations established in the American continent. Although reported as useless according to Brazilian Embassies’ perceptions, 217 the OAS and the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance (TIAR) are still operational, and their powers may be used, depending only on the wish of signatory members; this hypothesis should not be forgotten.

Recent Russian strategic bombers landing in Venezuela 218 as a part of an extensive agreement 219 bring questions about the will to respect the Treaty of Tlatelolco, the Latin American Nuclear-Weapon Free Zone, which stands as a fifth military sector security concern. Despite Venezuelan proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) being regarded as extremely unlikely, the possibility must not be disregarded. 220 It would pose significant threat to Brazil where the country is totally vulnerable. The mitigation of risk may result in dramatic outcomes, as a consequence of the possible change in the Brazilian strategic culture. The demand for security may lead to a rupture in the non-nuclear paradigm, in a country where capacity already exists to produce an indigenous nuclear weapon. 221 Possible consequences are innumerous, and the military would be the main actors acting in security or in defense, as an option of last resort.
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Brazil is expected to have an active role in resolving contentious issues in South America. There are many diverging issues, especially between Venezuela and Colombia, Venezuela and Guiana (Essequibo Region), Chile and Peru, Uruguay and Argentina, and Argentina and the United Kingdom (continental shelf surrounding the Falkland/Malvinas Islands).\textsuperscript{222} Bolivian gas and the Itaipu dam are current Brazilian economic vulnerabilities. These issues represent a sixth threat to the political, economic and military sectors of security. Regarding Brazil, outcomes are perceived by the political and economic sectors, although no participation of the armed forces is considered. Presently, the employment of economic pressure and diplomacy to resolve disputes involving Brazil is a government policy, not a state policy. The military must be ready to act on behalf of the state’s interests, contributing to guarantee security.

There is no envisioned vulnerability considering the regional level, but with the expectation of possible Brazilian future leadership in South America, the military must be also ready to act under United Nations mandate, the seventh threat, located in political and societal (public opinion) sectors of security. Considering the position desired by Brazil among the world powers, and using the example of Haiti, the country must have military capability also to deploy outside South America. The armed forces have deployment vulnerabilities, resulting from their current capabilities. The procurement effort devised in the BNDS should reduce this risk to security.\textsuperscript{223}

Concentrating inside the country, social inequality and consequent violent crime are considered the eighth aspect regarding security, positioned in the societal and political sectors. This is perhaps the main friction between the military and political levels, as explained above. Nevertheless, the military must be ready to engage in GLO operations, cooperating with civilian powers and observing the constitutional principle of episodic intervention.\textsuperscript{224} Although not fully prepared to act unconventionally, the armed forces are implementing adjustments to their doctrine, already offering risk mitigation. There is another area where the armed forces are already active, contributing to reduce social inequality: recruitment. The compulsory recruitment will continue, following the BNDS directions.

Finally, the ninth and last threat to security considered by this study is the economic vulnerability of Brazil.\textsuperscript{225} It is economic in essence, but consequences reach societal and political security sectors. According to the BNDS, the armed forces will participate in the process of solidifying the Brazilian economic basis, due to incentives to be injected in the defense industry. The armed forces will contribute to reduce security risk.

The analysis described in this chapter shows that the present and short to medium-term reality shows security overtaking defense, which determines the redefinition of the armed forces.\textsuperscript{226}
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New displacements through the territory, new capabilities and considerable investments are expected. Medium-term external independence regarding procurement is also to happen. The military are not only security and defense-driven; they have a strong development contribution mission.

To face modern time threats, the military must fundamentally be flexible. The government is at a turning point to promote Brazilian adjustment, as the non-interventionist practice goes against the way world power armed forces operate today. The desired regional leadership, which is arguably being achieved, added to the ascension to a status of important world player would imply in obligations to promote stability overseas, along with the other powers – as is happening in Haiti. The risk is not external, but internal. The perception regarding operations being conducted under UN mandate around the world is that the Brazilian Constitution would be severely violated without new adjustments.

CONCLUSION

The building of the Brazilian nation began in the colonial period, went on through the imperial era and reached the republic, when the sense of nation may really be said to have been present. The military participated intensely in this process and because of their leadership and educational qualities boundaries between the political and military levels became blurred. The military were a shadow of power for almost a century.
The military government period began in 1964, bringing along both good and evil consequences, but its major legacy was the process of military subordination to civilian rule. The success of the process is revealed by the solid democratic basis of the country, with alternating political wings in power, while national objectives are maintained. From the point of view of the armed forces, decreased prestige and the political perception of them being an obstacle for democratic solidification resulted in the military crossing the threshold towards the 21st century involved in an identity crisis.

After practically ten years of the new millennium, the military still face problems related to political guidance and funding, while they struggle to preserve their ethos and to avoid deployment in sensitive internal security missions. Moreover the armed forces are already correctly positioned regarding the nation and its desires, reverting last century’s identity crisis picture. The armed forces, ruling the nation till late 1980s, crossed the line of conditional civilian subordination, transforming into responsible contributors to national power. The lack of strategic culture is also beginning to revert. The BNDS, in spite of still being somewhat immature, is a first step and an attempt to link national power to military power. It offers ample political guidance linkage, including the armed forces in the development process of Brazil, although it unfortunately fails to establish funding ties.

Although some Brazilian leaders may act as if the country were in a position of regional leadership, the fact is that Brazil occupies a position of mere preponderance in the South American context. Brazilian foreign policy, with its strong multilateralism and parliamentary vein is transforming the nation into an intermediate between rich and poor countries, levering its influence beyond South American borders. Meanwhile the somewhat difficult scenario installed in the region due to huge developmental gaps between the countries and mainly because of the populist approach of local leaders, puts Brazil into an uneasy position. The possibility of the country detaching itself from South America to begin following its own single path towards an upper level of world discussion is very difficult, when the surrounding environment still shelters different and important concerns. Integration processes have still not shown clear indications of growth and local disputes exist. Brazil also witnesses a new paradigm emerging: how to be an influential power and leader without intervening in other country’s problems. The debate is already ongoing.

The country is still developing its geopolitical branches. Despite of being extremely dependant of resources, its reserves are both huge and varied. Because of the size of the country, it displays a tremendously diverse geography, one which shapes human domination and poses permanent threats to governance. The military component of the national power has and will always have a fundamental role to play – defense. Brazil will have to maintain its armed forces because the military must be prepared to defend national interests, as capability just cannot be created overnight. In the Brazilian case, the core issue is represented by resources of which the economy depends, which has everything to do with development. The specific case of disposition of resources in Brazilian natural frictional space increases the importance of the military power,
giving sustainability to development by exerting defence. South American scenario shows fundamental differences, making very unlikely the adoption of a common security system. Furthermore risk is not only assessed by a threat, but rather by an existent vulnerability regarding the force generation necessary to face a possible pace of threat generation. Whilst there are no sensible threats to resources in short to medium terms, the armed forces have other security roles, which in turn contribute to the development of a national power.

This work shows that Brazil is a young nation and that the country is finally trailing the right path to development. The armed forces showed the nation its adaptation characteristic by positioning themselves as responsible contributors, yet having the sense of responsibility to the patria. Finally, this time the giant is really awake and wishes to be a responsible world power, but it is very likely to have to adjust itself to show the world a different approach to world matters.
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